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Starting point

● Large language models (LLMs) are “black boxes”; how do they process language?

LLM

Model interpretation
(“BERTology”)
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Challenge

● Common interpretation: LLMs have internal linguistic representations

● Problems:
1. What does this really mean?
2. How to determine what kinds of representations (if any) LLMs have?

● Historically, this is not how connectionist language models have usually been interpreted.
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Eliminative vs. implementational connectionism

● Eliminative connectionism:

“(...) a reasonable account of the acquisition of past tense can be provided without 
recourse (...) to the notion of a ‘rule’ as anything more than a description of the language. 
(...) The child need not figure out what the rules are, nor even that there are rules.”
(Rumelhart and McClelland 1986: 267)
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Eliminative vs. implementational connectionism

● Eliminative connectionism:

● Implementational connectionism:

“(...) a reasonable account of the acquisition of past tense can be provided without 
recourse (...) to the notion of a ‘rule’ as anything more than a description of the language. 
(...) The child need not figure out what the rules are, nor even that there are rules.”
(Rumelhart and McClelland 1986: 267)

“(…) the way the overall output of one network feeds into the input of another would be 
isomorphic to the structure of the symbol manipulations captured in the statements of rules.” 
(Pinker and Price 1988: 76)
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Eliminative vs. implementational connectionism

● Eliminative connectionism:

● Implementational connectionism:

LLMLLM

LLM
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“Whenever I fire a linguist our system performance improves” (attributed to Jelinek 1988)
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Eliminative vs. implementational connectionism

“Whenever I fire a linguist our system performance improves” (attributed to Jelinek 1988)

“Due to the otherwise opaque, black-box nature of [LLMs], researchers have employed 
aspects of linguistic theory in order to characterize their behavior. Questions central to syntax 
— the study of the hierarchical structure of language — have factored heavily into such work.” 
(Kulmizev and Nivre 2022: 02)
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Eliminative vs. implementational connectionism

● Ambiguity in interpreting claims concerning linguistic competence of LLMs:
1. LLMs have linguistic competence without internal linguistic representations
2. LLMs develop linguistic representations without innate linguistic competence
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Probing

● Mapping embeddings of pre-trained LLMs to linguistic labels

https://nlp.stanford.edu/~johnhew/structural-probe.html

https://nlp.stanford.edu/~johnhew/structural-probe.html
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Probing

● Mapping embeddings of pre-trained LLMs to linguistic labels
● Typically supervised: labels obtained from human-made (or rule-based) annotations

dB: parse tree distance between tokens
hi: encoding of i:th token
hj: encoding of j:th token
B = probe parameter matrix

(Hewitt & Manning 2019)
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Probing

● Mapping embeddings of pre-trained LLMs to linguistic labels
● Typically supervised: labels obtained from human-made (or rule-based) annotations
● Parameter-free probing: unsupervised “bottom-up” alternative

f: impact between two tokens → syntactic relation (dependency/phrase)
d = Euclidean distance
Hθ(x)i: encoding of i:th token of input x (model parameters θ)
x\{xi}: input x with i:th token masked
x\{xi, xj}: input x with i:th token masked

(Wu et al. 2020)
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Probing

● Mapping embeddings of pre-trained LLMs to linguistic labels
● Typically supervised: labels obtained from human-made (or rule-based) annotations
● Parameter-free probing: unsupervised “bottom-up” alternative

LLM

Probe

LLM

construction

Parameter-free:Supervised:
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Papers

Buder-Gröndahl (2023): “The ambiguity of BERTology: What do large language models represent?”
(published in Synthese)

Buder-Gröndahl (in submission): “What does parameter-free probing really uncover?”
(submitted to ACL 2024)
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Ambiguity of BERTology

● Vehicle = concrete unit operated on in a computational system
● Content = interpretation of a vehicle

“dog”
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Ambiguity of BERTology

● Vehicle = concrete unit operated on in a computational system
● Content = interpretation of a vehicle

“dog”

starting with “d”
ending with “g”
having 3 letters

(...)

being an animal
having a tail

having 4 legs
(...)

vehicle-
properties

content-
properties
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Ambiguity of BERTology

● Vehicle = concrete unit operated on in a computational system
● Content = interpretation of a vehicle

● Individuation of vehicles
1. by vehicle-properties: word that begins with “d”, ends with “g”, (...)
2. by content-properties: word that means a certain animal that has a tail, 4 legs (…)

● Linguistic representation = vehicle individuated by some linguistic property
● BERTology: vehicles are LLM-states
● Linguistic properties: categories (e.g. part-of-speech), relations (e.g. dependency), 

structures (e.g. phrases)

● Are linguistic representations individuated by vehicle-properties or content-properties?
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Ambiguity of BERTology

● Vehicle reading: linguistic representations are individuated by their linguistic vehicle-properties
● Content reading: linguistic representations are individuated by linguistic contents
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Ambiguity of BERTology

● Vehicle reading: linguistic representations are individuated by their linguistic vehicle-properties
● Content reading: linguistic representations are individuated by linguistic contents

● Content reading is intuitive, but contrasts ubiquitous assumptions of formal linguistic theory
● Typical idea: representational content is based on information picked up from the data
● Such information must be in the data to begin with
● But abstract syntax does not reduce to properties of linear strings

“syntax determines units of combined lexical items that are not identifiable or individuated in 
terms of linear order or any other perceptible property associated with morphophonemic form.”
(Collins 2023, 7)

“the perspective in [Chomsky (1975)] is top-down rather than bottom up. (…) the ‘representations’ 
are not derived from the utterance.”
(Adger 2022, 251)
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● ...But rejecting abstract syntax also makes such claims trivially false (eliminativism)
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Ambiguity of BERTology

● Vehicle reading: linguistic representations are individuated by their linguistic vehicle-properties

● Vehicle-reading succumbs to a different triviality problem
● Basic idea: LLM-state somehow realizes abstract linguistic structure
● But abstract structures are not literally “in” concrete systems → more indirect relation needed

“We don’t have sets in our heads. So you have to know that when we develop a theory about 
our thinking, about our computation, internal processing and so on in terms of sets, that it’s 
going have to be translated into some terms that are neurologically realizable.”
(Chomsky 2012, 91)
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Ambiguity of BERTology

● Vehicle reading: linguistic representations are individuated by their linguistic vehicle-properties

● Vehicle-reading succumbs to a different triviality problem
● Basic idea: LLM-state somehow realizes abstract linguistic structure
● But abstract structures are not literally “in” concrete systems → more indirect relation needed
● Mapping concrete vehicles to abstract structures

interpretation
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Ambiguity of BERTology

● Vehicle reading: linguistic representations are individuated by their linguistic vehicle-properties

● Vehicle-reading succumbs to a different triviality problem
● Basic idea: LLM-state somehow realizes abstract linguistic structure
● But abstract structures are not literally “in” concrete systems → more indirect relation needed
● Mapping concrete vehicles to abstract structures
● But mapping theories of computational implementation have well-known triviality problems

● Any sufficiently complex system can be mapped to abstract structures (Searle 1992)
● Anything can be mapped to finite-storage computation (Putnam 1988, Sprevak 2018)
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Ambiguity of BERTology

● The mapping account could be salvaged by considering explanatory virtues of different mappings
● Abstract formalisms are used for surrogative reasoning about concrete systems (Swoyer 1991)

(Egan 2010: 115)
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Ambiguity of BERTology

● The mapping account could be salvaged by considering explanatory virtues of different mappings
● Abstract formalisms are used for surrogative reasoning about concrete systems (Swoyer 1991)
● Some formalisms yield better surrogative reasoning than others
● BERTology: find formalism that yields best surrogative reasoning about LLMs

(Egan 2010: 115)
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Ambiguity of BERTology

● Supervised probing is insufficient for this:
● What are the LLM-internal states that best predict formalism F?

LLM

Probe
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Ambiguity of BERTology

● Supervised probing is insufficient for this:
● What are the LLM-internal states that best predict formalism F?

vs.
What is the formalism F* that best predicts the LLM-internal pipeline?

LLM

Probe
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Parameter-free probing

● More “bottom-up” than supervised probing: has potential to mitigate some of the issues
● What kind of a grammatical representation is generated from the LLM?

LLM

construction
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● What kind of a grammatical representation is generated from the LLM?

● Replicated perturbed masking results (Wu et al. 2020), compared BERT-derived parses to 
Universal Dependencies (UD) in the English Parallel Universal Dependencies (PUD) treebank
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Parameter-free probing

● More “bottom-up” than supervised probing: has potential to mitigate some of the issues
● What kind of a grammatical representation is generated from the LLM?

● Replicated perturbed masking results (Wu et al. 2020), compared BERT-derived parses to 
Universal Dependencies (UD) in the English Parallel Universal Dependencies (PUD) treebank

“In fact, there is actually no guarantee that our probe will find a strong correlation with 
human-designed syntax, since we do not introduce the human-designed syntax as 
supervision. What we found is the ‘natural’ syntax inherent in BERT, which is acquired 
from self-supervised learning on plain text.”
(Wu et al 2020, 4173)
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Parameter-free probing

UD:

BERT:
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Parameter-free probing

UD:

BERT:
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Parameter-free probing

UD:

BERT:
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Parameter-free probing

● Analyzed all dependent-head shifts between UD and BERT, focusing on:
● verbal argument structure
● noun phrase structure
● adjective/adverb modifiers
● prepositional phrases
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Parameter-free probing

● Analyzed all dependent-head shifts between UD and BERT, focusing on:
● verbal argument structure
● noun phrase structure
● adjective/adverb modifiers
● prepositional phrases

● General results
● Shift ratio: 58%
● 80% of Dep-types had a shift rate over 50%
● Most common HB: root (35% of all shifts)
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Parameter-free probing

● BERT systematically over-assigned the root verb as a head
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Parameter-free probing

● BERT systematically over-assigned the root verb as a head
● of embedded clause arguments
● of determiners
● of adjective/adverb modifiers

● This behavior is:
● non-recursive: no proper embedding
● linguistically incoherent in any prominent theoretical framework
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Summary

● BERTology has committed to representational realism (implementational connectionism)
● This is ambiguous between vehicle- and content-readings of “linguistic representation”
● Content-reading makes representation-claims of abstract syntax trivially false
● Vehicle-reading succumbs to the triviality-problem in mapping accounts of implementation

● Vehicle-reading could be salvaged: which formalism has optimal theoretical virtues for LLMs?
● Supervised probing is too weak to establish this: linguistic analysis is presupposed
● Parameter-free probing is more “bottom-up”, but yields linguistically incoherent results
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Summary

● BERTology has committed to representational realism (implementational connectionism)
● This is ambiguous between vehicle- and content-readings of “linguistic representation”
● Content-reading makes representation-claims of abstract syntax trivially false
● Vehicle-reading succumbs to the triviality-problem in mapping accounts of implementation

● Vehicle-reading could be salvaged: which formalism has optimal theoretical virtues for LLMs?
● Supervised probing is too weak to establish this: linguistic analysis is presupposed
● Parameter-free probing is more “bottom-up”, but yields linguistically incoherent results

Is human grammar an appropriate analogy for LLMs after all?
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